Sponsored by the Department of Geography, University of British Columbia.

Speaker | Title | Event Date | Time  | Location
---|---|---|---|---
Klaus Dodds | Problematising Icy Geopolitics? Elemental, Metaphorical and Volumetric Reverberations | September 9th | 12:00 to 2:00 pm | Room 201
Brett Christophers | The New Enclosure | September 17th | | 
Lizzie Wolkovich | The Footprint of Climate Change from Forest Trees to Winegrapes | September 24th | | 
Intu Boedhihartono | Visualizing Sustainable Landscapes | October 8th | | 
Claire Kremen | Designing Landscapes that Work for People and Nature | October 22nd | | 
Mark Graham | Cartographic Attributes of the Invisible - The Conjunctural Geographies of the Platform Economy | November 5th | | 
Christopher Harker | Enduring Debt in Palestine | November 19th | |